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Abstract: The traditional page-grained buffer manager in database systems has a low hit ratio when
only a few tuples within a page are frequently accessed. To handle this issue, this paper proposes
a new buffering scheme called the AMG-Buffer (Adaptive Multi-Grained Buffer). AMG-Buffer
proposes to use two page buffers and a tuple buffer to organize the whole buffer. In this way, the
AMG-Buffer can hold more hot tuples than a single page-grained buffer. Further, we notice that the
tuple buffer may cause additional read I/Os when writing dirty tuples into disks. Thus, we introduce
a new metric named clustering rate to quantify the hot-tuple rate in a page. The use of the tuple
buffer is determined by the clustering rate, allowing the AMG-Buffer to adapt to different workloads.
We conduct experiments on various workloads to compare the AMG-Buffer with several existing
schemes, including LRU, LIRS, CFLRU, CFDC, and MG-Buffer. The results show that AMG-Buffer
can significantly improve the hit ratio and reduce I/Os compared to its competitors. Moreover, the
AMG-Buffer achieves the best performance on a dynamic workload as well as on a large data set,
suggesting its adaptivity and scalability to changing workloads.

Keywords: buffer management; replacement algorithm; multi-grained buffer; adaptive buffer

1. Introduction

Buffer manager is a key component in DBMSs (Database Management Systems) [1–3].
A conventional buffer manager organizes the buffer into a collection of fixed-sized pages.
Each page in the buffer maintains a flag indicating whether the page is clean or dirty. If the
page is updated in the buffer, it becomes a dirty page; otherwise, it is a clean page. When
reading a page into the buffer but the buffer is full, the buffer manager has to select a page
in the buffer as the victim page and evict it out of the buffer to make free space. In general,
the efficiency of a buffer manager is highly impacted by the buffer replacement policy [1].

So far, many buffer replacement policies have been proposed, e.g., LRU (Least Recently
Used) [1] and LIRS (Low Inter-reference Recency Set) [2] for hard disks, as well as CFLRU
(Clean-First LRU) [4] and CFDC (Clean First Dirty Clustering) [5] for SSDs (Solid State Drives).
However, we notice that a user request to data is typically issued with tuple granularity. For
example, a SELECT query in relational databases aims to retrieve a set of tuples but not a
bunch of pages. A page size is commonly much larger than a tuple size, e.g., the default
page size of MySQL is 16 KB but a tuple usually has tens or hundreds of bytes. If a user
query requests only a few tuples within a page, buffering the entire page will make memory
inefficient [6–8]. As a result, the conventional page-grained buffer retains both hot tuples
(frequently requested) and cold tuples in the memory, but the cold tuples do not help improve
query performance, which will decrease the hit ratio and worsen the time performance.

To improve the traditional page-grained buffer manager, this paper proposes an
adaptive multi-grained buffer management scheme called AMG-Buffer (Adaptive Multi-
Grained Buffer). The key idea of AMG-Buffer is to organize the buffer into a page buffer
and a tuple buffer and adaptively choose the page buffer or the tuple buffer according to a
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new metric called clustering rate, which quantifies the hot-tuple rate within a page. Briefly,
we make the following contributions in this paper.

• We propose AMG-Buffer to use two page buffers and a tuple buffer for organizing
the buffer pool. AMG-Buffer can adapt to access patterns and choose either the page
buffering scheme or the tuple-based scheme according to the user request.

• We present a detailed architecture and detailed algorithms for the AMG-Buffer, in-
cluding the algorithms of reading a tuple and writing a tuple. In addition, we propose
an efficient algorithm to adjust the size of the tuple buffer, which can improve the
space efficiency of the buffer and make the AMG-Buffer adapt to dynamic workloads.

• We conduct experiments over various workloads to evaluate the performance of
the AMG-Buffer. We compare our proposal with five existing buffer management
schemes. The results show that the AMG-Buffer can significantly improve the hit ratio
and reduce the I/Os. Moreover, the experiment on a dynamic workload and a large
dataset suggests the adaptivity and scalability of AMG-Buffer.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the related
work. Section 3 presents the details of AMG-Buffer. Section 4 reports the detailed experimental
results, and finally, in Section 5 we conclude the entire paper and discuss future work.

2. Related Work
2.1. Traditional Buffer Management

Buffer management is a fundamental component in traditional disk-based database
systems [1–3]. The database buffer is organized as a buffer tool, an area of main memory
used by DBMSs to maintain recently used data. The buffer pool is divided into many fixed-
sized frames. In general, each frame has the same size as a disk page. When a user query
requests a page, the DBMS returns the page address in the buffer pool if the requested page
is in the buffer pool; otherwise, the buffer manager calls the storage manager to load the
requested page from the disk. Due to the limited memory space, when the buffer pool is
full, the buffer manager must perform a page replacement policy to select a page, namely,
victim page, which will be evicted out of the buffer [9,10]. The design of replacement
strategies has a significant impact on the performance of the buffer manager [11,12].

In the past two decades, many well-known buffering policies have been proposed,
e.g., LRU and LIRS [2]. Most of these algorithms have been well explained in textbooks;
thus, in this paper, we will not give many details about the existing buffering schemes. The
literature [1] presents a good survey on traditional buffer management policies. Although
in recent years, SSDs have accomplished notable improvements over the years, HDDs are
still widely used as enterprise storage [13,14].

Recently, we proposed MG-Buffer [7] that adds a new tuple buffer for the traditional
page buffer, which inspires this study. MG-Buffer always moves the hot tuples in the page
buffer to the tuple buffer when a page is evicted out of the page buffer. However, MG-Buffer
has two limitations. First, MG-Buffer always manages hot data in a tuple granularity, which
loses the benefit of spatial locality, because the hot tuples are from different pages. Second,
writing dirty pages may incur additional read I/Os. If a dirty page evicted from the page
buffer only has few tuples modified, MG-Buffer will always move these tuples to the tuple
buffer. Then, when a dirty tuple needs to be written to disks, it has to reload the original
page and synchronize the dirty tuple before flushing. Our design improves MG-Buffer by
proposing a new adaptive scheme to make MG-Buffer suitable for various access patterns,
and our experiments will demonstrate the superiority of our design over MG-Buffer.

2.2. Buffer Management for SSD-Based Database Systems

Nowadays, SSDs have been widely adopted in enterprise computer systems. Recently,
due real-time applications’ need for in-memory databases, the volatility and low density
of DRAM have made it challenging to keep all data in memory [15,16]. SSDs as block
devices have the same page-wise access granularity as magnetic hard disks (HDDs). Thus,
traditional DBMSs are easy to integrate SSDs into their current storage system. Besides,
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SSDs have several advantages over HDDs, such as high read performance and low power
consumption. As a result, it has been demonstrated that using SSDs is an efficient way to
improve the performance of database systems [17–19].

However, SSDs, due to their unique internal materials, suffer from some limita-
tions [20]. First, they have limited writing endurance, i.e., an SSD can only undergo a
limited number of write operations. Second, the read latency of SSDs is far lower than
the write latency, which is usually called the read/write asymmetry of SSDs. Third, the
read/write performance of SSDs is much worse than that of DRAM, indicating that we
still need to pay much attention to the use of DRAM in SSD-based database systems.

Traditional page replacement strategies utilize the temporal locality of page requests
to reduce many I/Os. Thus, the first goal of these strategies is to minimize the miss rate.
However, minimizing the miss rate does not lead to better I/O performance on SSDs due to
its read–write asymmetry [21]. Considering the unique characteristics of SSDs, SSD-aware
buffer managers usually prioritize choosing clean pages as victims over dirty pages [22,23].

CFLRU [4] is modified from the LRU algorithm, considering the characteristics of SSD.
CFLRU divides the LRU list into two parts: working region and clean-first region. The working
region consists of the most recently used pages and is placed at the head of the LRU list. The
clean-first region consists of candidates for eviction and is placed at the tail of the LRU list.
To reduce write I/Os, CFLRU selects a clean page to evict in the clean-first region. Only
when there is no clean page in this region, a dirty page at the end of the LRU list is evicted.
Additionally, the size of the working region is determined by a parameter w, called window
size. By delaying write dirty pages, CFLRU can reduce write I/Os and improve performance.

CFDC [5] is an enhanced version of CFLRU. CFDC further divides the clean-first
region into two parts: an LRU list of clean pages and a priority queue of clusters. Clean
pages in the clean-first region are the first choice to be selected for eviction. If there is no
clean page available, a cluster having the lowest priority is selected, and the oldest unfixed
pages in the cluster are selected as a victim. This design has two benefits. First, it can avoid
scanning extra dirty pages in the clean-first region. Meanwhile, CFDC clusters modified
buffer pages for the better spatial locality of page flushes.

However, the algorithms mentioned above have an ad-hoc way of determining the
victim based on a heuristic. Additionally, they fail to adapt to various degrees of asymmetry
and workload characteristics fully. To overcome this problem, FD-buffer was proposed.
FD-buffer [24] separates clean and dirty pages into two pools and uses an independent
management policy for each pool. FD-buffer can automatically adjust the two pools’ size
ratios based on the read-write asymmetry and the run-time workload. However, FD-Buffer
needs the prior knowledge of the characteristics of storage devices.

In summary, most modern SSD-aware buffer management strategies only focus on
the design of different page replacement strategies that are aware of the characteristics of
SSDs [16,23,25]. They continue the page management scheme and likewise suffer from
low memory utilization, as we discussed before. Instead, our work focuses on the data
management strategy of the buffer . Thus, the replacement strategies in our AMG-Buffer
actually can be replaced with any other modern ones (e.g., LIRS).

2.3. Key-Value Cache Management

Key-value caches are often used to decrease data latency, increase throughput, and ease
the load off back-end systems. For example, Memcached is a general-purpose distributed
memory caching system. It is used to speed up dynamic database-driven websites by caching
data and objects in DRAM to reduce the number of times an external data source must be
read. Compared with Memcached, Redis supports different kinds of abstract data structures,
such as strings, lists, maps, and sets. In general, popular key-value caches use LRU or
variants of LRU as their eviction policy. By deploying a key-value cache in front of a disk-
based database, hot tuples can be extracted from the disk-based database and managed by
the separate cache system [12]. Thus, hot tuples rather than hot pages are cached in memory.
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However, for two-layer architectures, there are two problems [26–28]. First, hot tuples
may reside both in the key-value cache and in the buffer pool, which leads to wasting
precious memory resources. Second, databases and key-value caches are two separate
independent systems. Thus, a synchronization mechanism is necessary to ensure data
consistency. For example, when a tuple is modified, the update is sent to the back-end
database. Now, the states of the tuple in the database and key-value cache are different. If
the application needs up-to-date tuples, the application must update the object in the cache.

In summary, key-value caches manager data in a fine-grained manner. However, it suf-
fers from data-redundant and complex synchronous mechanisms. Instead of the two-layer
architecture, we embed the fine-grained data management into the buffer management to
benefit from their respective advantages.

3. Adaptive Multi-Grained Buffer Management
3.1. Architecture of AMG-Buffer

Traditional database buffer manager uses fixed-sized pages to organize the buffer
pool, e.g., the buffer pages in MySQL have 16 KB. However, a user query focuses on
tuples (records) rather than pages. For example, an SQL query “SELECT * FROM students
WHERE age = 20” aims to return the student tuples with an age of 20. Moreover, as a page
size is typically larger than a tuple size, the traditional page-grained buffer management
will become inefficient when a user query requests only a few tuples within a page. This is
because the page-grained buffer manager retains both hot tuples (frequently requested) and
cold tuples in a page. However, cold tuples occupy buffer space but do not help improve
query performance, which results in the degrading of the hit ratio of buffer management
and ultimately worsens the time performance of buffer management.

To overcome the problem of the page-grained buffer manager, we propose AMG-Buffer
to use both page buffers and tuple buffers to organize the buffer, i.e., it can intelligently
determine whether we should use a page-grained buffering scheme or a tuple-grained
scheme. The idea and contributions of AMG-Buffer can be summarized as follows.

1. AMG-Buffer proposes to use both a page buffer and a tuple buffer to organize the
whole buffer space. The hot or dirty tuples in the page buffer will be moved to the
tuple buffer if the page in the page buffer is evicted out. Thus, the buffered page
can be released to offer more buffer space for subsequent requests. With such a
mechanism, AMG-Buffer can hold more hot tuples than the conventional page-based
buffer, yielding the increasing of hit ratio and overall performance. Note that the
requests to hot tuples will still hit in the tuple buffer.

2. We notice that when the tuple buffer manages hot tuples that come from different
pages, it loses the benefit of spatial locality, which worses the efficiency of the memory.
Furthermore, writing dirty tuples may incur additional read I/Os. In other words,
either the page buffer or the tuple buffer is not efficient for all access patterns. Thus,
AMG-Buffer introduces clustering rate to quantify the hot-tuple rate on a page.

Definition 1. Clustering Rate. The clustering rate of a page refers to the ratio of the hot
tuples within the page. A higher clustering rate means the page contains more hot tuples, and
the page is more suitable to be managed by a page-grained buffer manager. On the other hand,
a lower clustering rate means that a tuple buffer should be more efficient.

3. We develop algorithms to automatically perform tuple migration in AMG-Buffer accord-
ing to the clustering rate of buffered pages. We experimentally demonstrate that the
proposed AMG-Buffer can outperform both conventional buffering schemes, such as like
LRU and LIRS, and SSD-aware buffering policies like CFDC and CFLRU. We also show
that AMG-Buffer performs better than the non-adaptive multi-grained buffer manager.

Figure 1 shows the general architecture of AMG-Buffer. It is composed of three sub-
buffers, in which F-Buffer and P-Buffer are page buffers and S-Buffer is a tuple buffer. The
F-Buffer is used to read pages from the disk. It is a page buffer because pages swapping
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between memory and disks must be performed with the page granularity. The P-Buffer is
used to cache the pages with a high clustering rate because the tuples inside those pages
have similar hotness. Thus, a page-grained buffering scheme is more suitable for the pages
in the P-Buffer. The S-Buffer is a tuple buffer consisting of the hot or dirty tuples of the
pages evicted out of the F-Buffer.

Figure 1. The architecture of AMG-Buffer.

When a page is evicted out of the F-Buffer, it will be moved to either the P-Buffer or
the S-Buffer, according to its clustering rate. To be more specific, if the evicted page has a
high clustering rate, it will be directly moved into the P-Buffer. Otherwise, if the page has a
low clustering rate, we will move the hot or dirty tuples on the page to the S-Buffer. By
keeping the hot tuples of the victim page in the S-Buffer, we can release the page space in
the F-Buffer but keep a high hit ratio. The reason for migrating dirty tuples is to reduce the
write operations to disks. In such a case, the S-Buffer can be regarded as an update buffer
for dirty tuples. The dirty tuples in the S-Buffer will be written back to disks in a batch (for
example, when the S-Buffer is full).

The buffer replacement process of AMG-Buffer can be described as follows. When
a page in the F-Buffer is replaced, AMG-Buffer checks the clustering rate of the page. If
the clustering rate is over a pre-defined threshold, we move the page to the P-Buffer and
release the page space in the F-Buffer; otherwise, we move the hot or dirty tuples in the
evicted page (in the F-Buffer) to the S-Buffer.

The S-Buffer uses a dynamic memory allocation strategy to allocate memory space to
tuples. The tuples extracted from the same page are logically grouped as a virtual page
named Sparse Page, as shown in Figure 1. Moreover, to access the tuples in the S-Buffer, we
maintain a page descriptor for each sparse page to store its memory address. Each page in
the F-Buffer and the P-Buffer also has a corresponding page descriptor. As Figure 1 shows,
we use a mapping table to index all page descriptors. In addition, we use an LRU list to
organize all the pages in each sub-buffer.

Figure 2 shows the data structure of the page descriptor in AMG-Buffer. The meanings
of elements in the page descriptor are as follows.

(1) PageID is the unique identifier of a page.
(2) BuffID indicates the buffer frame identifier in the F-Buffer. BuffID is only valid

when the page is in the F-Buffer.
(3) VisitBitmap marks the tuples that have been accessed since the page was read into

the F-Buffer.
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(4) DirtyBitmap is used to mark dirty tuples.
(5) DirtyFlag is used to indicate whether the page contains dirty tuples.
(6) PageType indicates whether the page is in the F-Buffer or the S-Buffer.
(7) SlotArray is a set of <SlotID, Addr>, which stores the pointers pointing to the tuples

in the S-Buffer.
Note that the pages in the P-Buffer can be directly migrated from the F-Buffer by

changing the PageType (see Figure 2) and moving the descriptor from the LRU list of the
F-Buffer to the LRU list of the P-Buffer. Thus, we need not perform tuple migrations for
those pages.

Figure 2. The structure of page descriptor.

3.2. Operations of AMG-Buffer

First, we access the mapping table to determine whether the page descriptor has been
loaded in the memory. Next, according to PageType in the page descriptor, we can know
whether the page is in the F-Buffer, the P-Buffer, or the S-Buffer. If the page is in the F-Buffer
or the P-Buffer, we can retrieve the page address based on BuffID of the corresponding page
descriptor. If the page is in the S-Buffer, we need to check the tuple’s existence using VisitBitmap.

3.2.1. Read-Tuple Operation

Algorithm 1 shows the read-tuple operation of AMG-Buffer. We first get the page
descriptor via the mapping table. If not found, we load the original page from SSDs and
place it into the F-Buffer. Otherwise, we determine which sub-buffer the tuple is placed in
by checking PageType. If the page is in the F-Buffer or the P-Buffer, the PageType is Full_Page
and we read the tuple from the intact page and update VisitBitmap. If not, the PageType is
Sparse_Page and we need to check the existence of the tuple through VisitBitmap, i.e., if the bit
corresponding to the tuple is 1, we can get the memory address of the tuple by looking up in
SlotArray; if not, we reload the original page into the F-Buffer and read the target tuple.

3.2.2. Tuple Migration

When loading a target page into the F-Buffer, we need to perform a migrating opera-
tion to move a victim page into the P-Buffer or the S-Buffer for releasing the space of the
F-Buffer. When the clustering rate of the victim page is below the threshold, i.e., the page
has a low clustering rate, we perform a tuple migration operation to move the hot or dirty
tuples in the victim page to the S-Buffer. In our implementation, we use the widely-used
LRU policy to select a victim page in the F-Buffer. LRU is a popular and efficient buffer
replacement algorithm that has been adopted by Oracle, MySQL, PostgreSQL, etc. We
identify the hot or dirty tuples by checking the VisitBitmap. If a tuple is hot (frequently
accessed) or dirty, the bit in the VisitBitmap that belongs to the page descriptor of the page
containing the tuple is set to 1. Thus, by checking the VisitBitmap, we can quickly know
whether the tuple needs to be migrated or not. If the bit is 1, we copy the tuple to the
S-Buffer and add a <SlotID, Addr> pair into the SlotArray in the page descriptor.
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Algorithm 1: Read Tuple
Input :PageID page_id, SlodID slot_id
Output :Tuple

1 desc = FindDescriptor(page_id) ;
2 if desc!=NULL then
3 if desc → page_type is Full_Page then
4 page = PagePool.getPage(desc → buff _id);
5 t = page → getTuple(slot_id);
6 desc → visit_bitmap.set(slot_id);
7 return t;
8 else
9 if desc → vist_bitmap.get(slot_id) is True then

10 t = desc → slot_array.getTuple(slot_id);
11 return t;
12 end
13 end
14 end

/* Load the page into memory */
15 desc = PagePool.loadPage(page_id);
16 page = PagePool.getPage(desc → buff _id);
17 t = page → getTuple(slot_id);
18 desc → visit_bitmap.set(slot_id);
19 return t;

3.2.3. Merging

The merging operation aims to reduce redundant data in the buffer. This operation is
triggered when a page is loaded into the F-Buffer, and there is a sparse page with the same
PageID in the S-Buffer. During a merging operation, we visit the DirtyBitmap in the page
descriptor to determine whether a tuple on the page is dirty. If a tuple is dirty, we read the
dirty tuple via the SlotArray and copy it to the page in the F-Buffer. After that, we delete all
tuples pointed by SlotArray to release the memory space of the S-Buffer.

3.2.4. Write-Tuple Operation

Algorithm 2 shows the write-tuple operation. This operation is similar to the read-tuple
operation. First, we find the page descriptor via the mapping table. If the descriptor is
in the F-buffer, we update the page containing the tuple in the F-Buffer directly. We also
update both VisitBitmap and DirtyBitmap. On the other hand, if the descriptor belongs to the
S-Buffer but the tuple is not in the S-Buffer (the bit of the tuple in the VisitBitmap is 0), we
allocate space and write the tuple in the S-Buffer and update the page descriptor, including
VisitBitmap and DirtyBitmap. Note that when the S-Buffer is full, we will evict a sparse page
from the S-Buffer via the LRU algorithm. Because a sparse page in the S-Buffer only contains
some tuples of a normal page, we need to reload the original page and synchronous the dirty
tuples to keep consistency. After that, we write the modified page into SSDs.

3.3. Adjustment of the P-Buffer

One key issue in AMG-Buffer is to determine the appropriate size of the P-Buffer. Allocat-
ing a large P-Buffer is not effective if most pages in the F-Buffer have a low clustering rate. On
the contrary, if most pages have a high clustering rate, we need to allocate a large P-Buffer.
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Algorithm 2: Write Tuple
Input :PageID page_id, SlotID slot_id, Tuple t

1 desc = FindDescriptor(page_id) ;
2 if desc!=NULL then
3 if desc → page_type is Full_Page then
4 page = PagePool.getPage(desc → buff _id);
5 page → putTuple(slot_id, t);
6 desc → visit_bitmap.set(slot_id);
7 desc → dirty_bitmap.set(slot_id);
8 return;
9 else

10 if desc → vist_bitmap.get(slot_id) is True then
11 desc → slot_array.Update(slot_id, t);
12 return;
13 else
14 addr = TuplePool.alloc(t.size());
15 memcpy(addr,t.data(), t.size());
16 desc → slot_array.putTuple(slot_id, t);
17 desc → visit_bitmap.set(slot_id);
18 desc → dirty_bitmap.set(slot_id);
19 return;
20 end
21 end
22 end

/* Load the page into memory */
23 desc = PagePool.loadPage(page_id);
24 page = PagePool.getPage(desc → bu f f _id);
25 page → putTuple(slot_id, t);
26 desc → visit_bitmap.set(slot_id);
27 desc → dirty_bitmap.set(slot_id);

The F-Buffer is used to collect history access information and determine where the
page belongs. Thus, the size of the F-Buffer is static in AMG-Buffer. We denote the memory
space of both the P-Buffer and the S-Buffer as M. Next, we let W be the time window
for adjustment and S be the migration unit for tuning the size ratio of P-Buffer and S-
Buffer. Mp denotes the size of the P-Buffer. Then, the proportion of the P-Buffer is Mp/M.
The basic idea of the tuning algorithm is that the buffer absorbing new tuples frequently
requires more memory space to the cache. Thus, we count the number of pages that enter
the P-Buffer, which is denoted as Ep. Similarly, the number of pages that enter the S-Buffer
in the time window is Es.

Here, we set two thresholds to trigger the adjustment, namely, Tmin and Tmax. If
|Mp/M− Ep/E| is below Tmin, we do not take any actions to resize the P-Buffer. To avoid
frequent adjustments, we extend W to 2W (but not exceed Wmax) and shorten S to S/2
(but not less than Smin). If |Mp/M− Ep/E| is more than Tmax, we first resize the P-Buffer,
and then we shorten W to W/2 (but not less than Wmin) and extend S to 2S (but not more
than Smax). Then, we resize the P-Buffer as well as the S-Buffer by adding or removing
S memory space. Algorithm 3 summarizes the process of adjusting the size ratio of the
P-Buffer and the S-Buffer in AMG-Buffer.

Our experimental results show that the proposed adjusting algorithm can make AMG-
Buffer adaptive to the change of access patterns. For example, when the workload changes
from requesting the pages with a high clustering rate to requesting the pages with a low
clustering rate, our algorithm can dynamically adjust the size of the P-Buffer and the
S-Buffer to make the whole buffer work efficiently for the current workload. In particular,
when requests focus on the pages with a high clustering rate, we will increase the size of
the P-Buffer; otherwise, we will increase the size of the S-Buffer.
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Algorithm 3: Adjust the P-Buffer
Input : Ep, Es

1 E = Es + Es;
2 if |Mp/M - Ep/E < Tmin then
3 S = (S/2 > Smin) ? S/2 : Smin;
4 W = (W*2 < Wmax) ? W*2 : Wmax;
5 else
6 if |Mp/M - Ep/R| > Tmax then
7 S = (S*2 < Smax) ? S*2 : Smax;
8 W = (W/2 > Wmax) ? W/2 : Wmin;
9 end

10 if Mp/M < Ep/E then
11 Migrate S Memory from S-Buffer into P-Buffer;
12 else
13 Migrate S Memory from P-Buffer into S-Buffer;
14 end
15 end

The current adjusting scheme is actually an empirical algorithm. Although our ex-
periments suggest the effectiveness of the algorithm, it is more attractive to employ a
machine-learning algorithm [29,30] to make AMG-Buffer learn the access pattern, which
can be further used to adjust the size of the P-Buffer.

3.4. Theoretical Analysis

In this section, we theoretically analyze the efficiency of AMG-Buffer. The parameters
of the buffer manager are shown in Table 1, which will be used in the following analysis.
First, we assume that the buffer size is 20% of the database size. The access pattern has a
locality of 80–20, which is set according to the Pareto Principle, meaning that 80% of the
requests access 20% of the tuples.

Since the hot tuples are randomly stored in pages, we can infer that the rate of the hot
tuples in one page is about 20%. For the traditional buffer manager, the number of the hot
tuples that the buffer can hold is estimated by Equation (1).

M
P
· 0.2 · P

T
=

0.2 ·M
T

(1)

For AMG-Buffer, we assume that the sizes of the F-Buffer, the P-Buffer, and the S-
Buffer are 20%, 40%, and 40% of the memory size, respectively. Additionally, the number
of the hot tuples that the F-Buffer can hold is estimated by Equation (2).

M
P
· (0.2 + 0.4) · 0.2 · P

T
=

0.12 ·M
T

(2)

When a page is evicted out of the F-Buffer, the probability of the page’s hot tuples
having been accessed is about 80%. Thus, the number of the hot tuples that the S-Buffer
can hold is estimated by Equation (3).

M
P
· 0.4 · 0.8 · P

T
=

0.32 ·M
T

(3)

As we assume that the access locality is 80–20, we can infer the hot tuples in the
database is 0.2 · D, and 80% of the requests can be answered by these hot tuples. Thus, we
can estimate the hit ratio of the traditional buffer manager and AMG-Buffer by Equations (4)
and (5), respectively.

0.2·M
T

0.2·D
T
· 0.8 +

(1−0.2)·M
T

0.8·D
T

· 0.2 =
M
D
(M < D) (4)
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0.44·M
T

0.2·D
T
· 0.8 +

(1−0.44)·M
T

0.8·D
T

· 0.2 =
1.9 ·M

D
(M <

5 · D
11

) (5)

We summarize the analysis result in Table 2, which indicates that AMG-Buffer can
maintain more hot tuples than the traditional buffer manager. To this end, when processing
the same requests, AMG-Buffer can maintain a higher hit ratio than the traditional buffer
manager.

Table 1. Parameters of the buffer manager.

Symbol Description

D The database size (e.g., 10 GB)

P The page size (e.g, 4 KB)

T The tuple size (e.g., 128 B)

M The whole buffer size (e.g., 128 MB)

Table 2. Theoretical comparison between LRU and AMG-Buffer.

Method Hot Tuples in the Buffer Hit Ratio

LRU 0.2·M
T

M
T (M < T)

AMG-Buffer
(0.12+0.32)·M

T
1.9·M

D (M < 5·D
11 )

4. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate AMG-Buffer using
various workloads to demonstrate our proposal’s superiority.

4.1. Settings

We conduct all experiments on a PC powered with a processor of Intel Core i5-6200U
2.30 GHz, 8 GB DDR4 DRAM, and an SSD (Samsung 860 EVO) of 500 GB. The operating
system is Ubuntu 8.4. We use the direct I/O mode in Linux to eliminate the influence of
the file-system cache. We use a dataset of 1 GB and a buffer pool of 128 MB (10% of the
data set) by default for all experiments. Additionally, we use the tuple size of 128 B and the
page size of 4 KB by default.

Traditional buffer managements are usually evaluated using page-grained requests,
such as <page id, request type>. In this paper, we need to use tuple-grained requests
consisting of a tuple id and a request type. As there is no open-source workload satisfy-
ing our experiments’ need, we generate tailor-made traces to verify the performance of
AMG-Buffer.

In the following experiments, we evaluate the effectiveness of AMG-Buffer by compar-
ing it with various buffer management schemes, including LRU [1], LIRS [2], CFLRU [4],
CFDC [5], and MG-Buffer [7]. For emulating various real circumstances, we change work-
loads with different read/write ratios and hybrid ratios. At last, we evaluate AMG-Buffer
under dynamic workloads and a large data set. Note that for SSD-based databases, the
overhead of disk I/Os costs is still the main bottleneck. Thus, we focus on I/O costs and
ignore the overhead of migration and merging operations.

4.2. Workloads

The target trace file has a sequence of read-write operations on tuples. We divide the
storage device pages into two types, namely, hot pages and cold pages. The size of hot
pages accounts for 20%, which will absorb 80% of query operations, meaning most queries
will concentrate on the hot pages. We define two types of queries, namely, narrow-queries
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(NQs) and wide-queries (WQs). Every NQ reads or writes one tuple of the page; every WQ
reads or writes several tuples of the page. For simplification, we define the ratio of NQs
among all queries (NQs+WQs) as hybrid ratio. We build various workloads by configuring
different hybrid ratios and different read-write ratios, as shown in Table 3. In the trace
names, the character R represents the read ratio and the symbol H represents the hybrid
ratio. For example, in the “R20-H50” workload, “R20” means that the read ratio is 20%
among all requests and “H50” means that the hybrid ratio is 50% (NQs account for 50%).

To demonstrate the effectiveness of AMG-Buffer, we conduct experiments under
various workloads and settings, including different memory sizes, hybrid ratios, and
read/write ratios. In addition, we also evaluate the adaptivity of AMG-Buffer using
dynamically changing workloads. Finally, we test the performance of AMG-Buffer using a
large data set to see whether AMG-Buffer can adapt to large data sets.

Table 3. Characteristics of the workloads.

Type Number of Queries R/W Ratio Hybrid Ratio

R50-H20 50,000,000 50/50 20/80

R50-H50 50,000,000 50/50 50/50

R50-H80 50,000,000 50/50 80/20

R20-H50 50,000,000 20/80 50/50

R80-H50 50,000,000 80/20 50/50

4.3. Hit Ratio

Figure 3a shows the hit ratios of all compared algorithms, where the hybrid ratio
varies from 20% to 80%. Note that, in our workloads, a WQ query consists of several tuple
accesses within a page. Thus, for a WQ query, even if the first tuple misses, the other tuples
can hit in memory, which only causes one I/O operation. This leads to high hit ratios
for all algorithms. Along with the hybrid ratio increasing, the hit ratios of all algorithms
decreases. Compared with traditional ones, due to the tuple-grained buffer, MG-Buffer
and AMG-Buffer can saves more hot tuples in memory. Furthermore, AMG-Buffer saves
the benefits of spatial locality. Hence, AMG-Buffer can achieve a higher hit ratio than
other algorithms, especially for “R50-H80”. In Figure 3b, we set the hybrid ratio to 50%
(H50) and increase the memory size from 0.25 to 2 times the default size. AMG-Buffer still
achieves a slightly higher hit ratio than others.

Figure 3. Comparison of hit ratios.
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Figure 4. Comparison of I/Os.

4.4. I/Os

Figure 4a shows the I/Os for all algorithms with a varying hybrid ratio. First, MG-
Buffer causes more I/Os when meeting many WQs, compared with page-grained buffers
(e.g., LRU, LIRS, CFLRU, and CFDC). This is because MG-Buffer loses the benefits of spatial
locality. Furthermore, MG-Buffer incurs more additional I/Os when writing incomplete
dirty pages. Compared to MG-Buffer, AMG-Buffer can distinguish pages by clustering
rates to choose the page-grained buffer or tuple-grained buffer, which alleviates these
problems. For different hybrid ratios, compared with others, AMG-Buffer can achieve the
least I/Os. Figure 4b shows the I/Os under different buffer sizes. When the buffer size
is less than 128 MB, MG-Buffer incurs more I/Os than traditional ones and AMG-Buffer
reduces I/O costs by up to 13% (32 MB) and 23% (64 MB) than others. When the buffer size
is larger than or equals 128 MB, both AMG-Buffer and MG-Buffer have fewer I/Os than
LRU, CFLRU and CFDC due to caching more hot tuples, but AMG-Buffer reduces I/Os by
29% (128 MB) and 15% (256 MB) compared to MG-Buffer. Figure 4c shows the write I/Os
of all algorithms under different read/write ratios. Both AMG-Buffer and MG-Buffer have
fewer write I/Os than LRU, CFLRU, and CFDC and are friendly to SSDs. When we set the
read ratio to 20% (R20), 50% (R50), and 80% (R80), AMG-Buffer reduces write I/Os by up
to 39%, 37% and 38%, respectively, compared to traditional ones. All results demonstrate
that AMG-Buffer can retain the benefit of both the tuple-grained and the page-grained
buffer management policy.

4.5. Workload Adaptivity

In this experiment, we aim to verify the adaptivity of AMG-Buffer for dynamic work-
loads. First, we run all algorithms with a balanced workload R50-H50. As shown in
Figure 5a, AMG-Buffer reduces both write and read operations. Compared to traditional
algorithms and MG-Buffer, AMG-Buffer reduces up to 29% and 27% overall I/Os, respec-
tively, yielding a high-performance improvement on the balanced workload. We also
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report the time performance in Figure 5b, which confirms that AMG-Buffer has the best
time performance among all algorithms. In particular, AMG-Buffer can save more dirty
tuples in the buffer and has fewer write I/Os than traditional ones. Moreover, AMG-Buffer
avoids the additional read I/Os when writing incomplete dirty pages, resulting in higher
performance than MG-Buffer.

Figure 5. Performance on the balance workload.

We can see that the results in Figure 5a,b are very consistent, indicating that the I/O
cost dominates the overall time performance. Hence, in the following experiments, we
only report the I/O cost.

To evaluate the performance of the adaptivity of AMG-Buffer and the adjustment
scheme of the P-Buffer, we simulate the change of workloads by varying the hybrid ratio
(NQ/WQ) to generate a dynamic workload. Dynamic workloads are very common in
real applications. For example, user queries in an E-Business platform may be changed by
holidays or other events. Thus, a static buffer management policy like LRU is not suitable
for dynamic workloads.

Next, we evaluate AMG-Buffer on a dynamic workload. To generate the dynamic
work changing with time, we divide the queries in the trace file into epochs, each of which
consists of 1 million queries. We prepare 100 epochs in the dynamic workload, i.e., the
workload consists of 100 million queries in total. Then, we randomly set the hybrid ratio
in each epoch from 10/90 to 90/10. Figure 6 shows the total I/Os for AMG-Buffer and
its competitors. Although MG-Buffer has fewer write I/Os than LRU, LIRS, CFLRU, and
CFDC, it suffers from high read I/Os. When the requested pages exhibit a high clustering
rate, MG-Buffer will cause many additional read I/O operations. On the contrary, AMG-
Buffer achieves the best performance on the dynamic workload due to its adaptive use of
the P-Buffer and the S-Buffer.

4.6. Performance on a Large Data Set

To see the performance of AMG-Buffer on large data sets, in this experiment, we use a
large data set whose size is 16 GB. The buffer size is set to 10% of the data set size. The page
size and the tuple size are the same as before. We use the default balanced workload (R50-
H50) in this experiment. Figure 7 shows the I/Os comparison between AMG-Buffer and the
other algorithms, which presents a similar result as previous experiments. When running
on the large data set, AMG-Buffer reduces the I/Os by up to 33% than traditional buffering
schemes and MG-Buffer, which shows that AMG-Buffer can adapt to large databases in
real scenarios.

Especially, we can see from Figure 7 that AMG-Buffer still keeps the lowest read I/Os
and write I/Os among all algorithms, indicating that AMG-Buffer is not only effective
at improving the overall performance of buffer management but also friendly to write
operations. Such a feature is useful for write-sensitive storage devices like SSDs.
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Figure 6. Performance on the dynamic workload.

Figure 7. Performance on a large data set.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose an adaptive multi-grained buffer manager called AMG-
Buffer for database systems. We first notice that the page-grained buffer management
schemes like LRU work poorly when users only request very few tuples within one page.
Based on such an observation, we propose to use both page-grained and tuple-grained
buffers to offer high efficiency for the buffer manager. In particular, we divide the entire
buffer into two page-grained buffers, called F-Buffer and P-Buffer, and one tuple-grained
buffer called S-Buffer. A page is first buffered in the F-Buffer. When a page is evicted out of
the F-Buffer, we either move the page to the P-Buffer or move the hot or dirty tuples on
the page to the tuple-grained S-Buffer. To adaptively determine whether a page-grained
movement or a tuple-grained movement should be performed to replace a page from the
F-Buffer, we introduce a new concept named clustering rate for every page in the F-Buffer,
which is used to adaptively determine the data moving strategy when a page replacement
occurs in the F-Buffer. We perform a page-grained migration policy that directly moves
the pages with a high clustering rate in the F-Buffer to the P-Buffer. Moreover, we perform
a tuple-grained migration policy to move the hot or dirty tuples on the pages with a low
clustering rate from the F-Buffer to the S-buffer. We also develop an effective algorithm to
adjust the size of the P-Buffer for dynamic workloads. We conduct extensive experiments
on various kinds of workloads and settings. The results in terms of hit ratio, I/Os, and run
time all suggest the efficiency and effectiveness of AMG-Buffer. As a result, the AMG-Buffer
algorithm achieves the best performance in all experiments. Moreover, in the dynamic
workload, AMG-Buffer still outperforms the other schemes, showing that AMG-Buffer can
adapt to different kinds of workloads.

Although this work focuses on optimizing the performance of the buffer manager on
HHD-based databases, some techniques are also friendly to SSD-based databases. In the
future, we will improve the AMG-Buffer design to make it applicable to different kinds
of storage, such as magnetic disks, SSDs, hybrid storage [31], and persistent memory [32].
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Another relevant issue is investigating a learned strategy [33–35] to implement the adaptive
mechanism in AMG-Buffer. It has been a hot topic in recent years to use machine learning
models for optimizing database components [36]. In future work, it will be possible to
consider a machine-learning-based approach to provide a more general solution to selecting
the migration granularity for page replacements.
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